Year 8 English
Year 8 study Twelve Angry Men.
Juror 9
You're an eagle clinging onto the cliff.
Eyes scanning the horizon.
Precise and distinct you see below,
Every ripple in the water,
Every storm cloud coming your way.
You don't take shelter like other birds.
You fly above the grey,
As it accumulates below.
Angry and rumbling,
The strong winds don't ruffle your greying feathers.
They don't move at all.
You peacefully glide above the rest,
Watching intensely,
Watching calmly.
Lily (8B)
Juror Number 3
Number 3, you always think ‘guilty,’
Give him a chance, you arrogant gorilla,
Open your mind to other ideas.
Stop being selfish, you grumpy gorilla,
Stop being violent, it won't change people's minds,
Stop being ignorant and question the evidence.
Slums don't always make criminals,
Be less judgmental,
An aggressive gorilla doesn't make friends.
Don't act so tough, just take a breath,
Being obstinate isn't the way to win,
Argumentative gorillas alienate themselves.
This gorilla found humanity and finally chose the right verdict
Not guilty!
Ewan (8N)

Scene from the film-12 Angry Men 1957 ( Juror 3 not in this scene)
Juror 3
You’re a wolf lying on fire
Your temper is as short as a blade of grass
You fight and argue
And when you howl
Everyone turns
When you bite
You take more than you can chew
But your grey fur cannot
protect you forever…
Ben (8N)
Juror 3
You're a tiger in the jungle,
Your claws, as sharp as knives.
You argue and fight
And when you roar
Your teeth are
Your fiercest weapons.
When I confront you,
You attack with aggression
You stubbornly never admit defeat.
Angus (8B)

Year 8 Analytical Mindmaps as part of their film study, Twelve Angry Men.
Juror 3 and Juror 8 Mind-map By Luca (8B)

“I don’t know maybe no reason.”
Never states disagreement,
often states agreement.

Softly spoken.

“We are talking about a
life here. We cannot
decide in five minutes,
supposing we are wrong.”

Openminded

“Suppose he did hear it.”
He admits when he is not
sure about things.

He does not contest every
rebuttal

He regularly agrees.

Nonaggressive.
Creates less defensive response.

Assertive person
personality.

Juror 8

There was unreasonable
doubt.

“It is possible that he lost his knife.”

“I don’t know whether he is guilty or not.”

“Found guilty as sure as he is born.”
States emphatically
his certainty.

He didn’t want to change anyone’s
mind, by bullying them.

“Everything in court says he is guilty”

He told everyone to ditch all of
the other evidence.

He is unreasonable.
No one reasons with him because
he is aggressive in his statements.

“I don’t care whether I am alone or not.”
“Old man, how can he be positive
about anything?” Juror 3-shot
himself in his foot here.

He voices his disagreements

“20 seconds” this is incorrect, but he
still argued his case.

He had pre-determined the boy’s guilt.
He never agrees.

“It is possible.”

Juror 3
He felt like there was a lot of
time wasting discussing if
the boy was guilty or not.
E.G “Suppose he did hear it.”

He contests every single
rebuttle.
“Do you really think he is
innocent?”

Ava (8L)

